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FuchsiaStars Lunar Notes © Nov 22, 2007 - Sagittarius

Hello Everyone!
Thank you so much for subscribing and I hope everyone is enjoying the upcoming
fall/winter season.
If you missed earlier issues of Lunar Notes you may locate them on my websites:
www.KarmicAstrology.tv or www.FuchsiaStars.com Any one wishing to subscribe to this
newsletter may do so by submitting your e-mail address through Yahoogroups.com and you will
automatically be subscribed to LunarNotes. If you no longer wish to subscribe to this
newsletter or are receiving it in error, you may unsubscribe to LunarNotes@yahoogroups.com or
respond with “remove” in the subject heading of your mail. Those of you not receiving this mail
via Yahoogroups.com has the benefit of seeing the graphics. However, the .PDF version is located
on each of the above websites.

Gift Certificates are available for Consultations, Tarot Readings, Reports and
Workshops. Parents: Natal consultations about Children /Teens! Reports make an excellent
Birth, Graduation or Sweet 16 Gifts. E-mail me for details at mailto: FuchsiaStars@aol.com or
visit websites at www.KarmicAstrology.tv or www.FuchsiaStars.com for details.
A dear friend and Astrologer named Jutta Poteat is selling the MedScan Nutrition
report that she can e-mail you. The MedScan Nutrition Report shows the body’s weaknesses and
strengths that you were born with. It provides advice on what nutrition path, food, vitamins,
minerals and homeopathic products would be helpful for optimal health. I purchased a Medscan
Nutrition Report for myself and it was right highly accurate and most helpful. You may contact
her directly at amisdotter@aol.com. The cost is only $25.00.
The 2008 Retrograde Planets and Eclipses and New/Full Moons will be posted to this e-list
and to both websites by the end of December. Thank you for your patience!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Happy Birthday Sagittarius the Archer! To all of those born from November 22 – December
21! Key Phrase for Sagittarius is “I SEEK. (reprint from 2006 Lunar Notes)
Sagittarians are the Idealists and dreamers of the zodiac. Sagittarius is a
mutable (changeable, flexible), fire (intuitive, impulsive, idealistic) sign located in
the Western Hemisphere of the chart. Your ruling planet is expansive and “benefic”
Jupiter. Jupiter and the sign of Sagittarius reside in the 9 th house of the zodiac.
The 9th house is typically linked to long distance travel, the thighs, philosophies and
belief systems, religions, higher education and teaching, publishing, counseling and
legal issues as well as exploring new horizons. Sagittarius sure does love to teach…or preach for
that matter! Horses are usually linked to the sign of Sagittarius and the 9 th house although
most large animals coincide to the 12th house. I’ll discuss why horses are in the 9th when Chiron
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is mentioned later in the newsletter. There is always that urge to align themselves with a
greater ideal, truth and understanding of all subjects. Sagittarians may appear to act larger
than life...well if your ruling planet was Jupiter you might feel the same! Jupiter does become
excessive at times and that often translates to being overly idealistic, self-righteous and
opinionated. Sagittarians tend to have a dream and a goal..and once they get there, they may
change their mind about it because they do not want anyone to burst that idealistic bubble.
“Truth, Justice and the American Way” – Was Superman a Sagittarian?
“Faster than a speeding bullet, able to leap tall buildings in a single bound, able to bend
steel in his bare hands! Look! Up in the sky! It’s a bird, it’s a plane, it’s SAGITTARIUS!” 
Well, he might as well be! Have you ever known a Sagittarian who didn’t fly? “Planes, Trains and
Automobiles” is their credo. That is where you will find a Sagittarian. Sagittarians are known to
be the bachelors of the zodiac and make no doubt about it…these guys are smooth and charming.
In fact, you might say charm is their middle name, their first name…and their last name too…only
thing is by the time you get to figuring out exactly what their last name is, they are GONE.

Poof! Jupiter wants to scale mountains, run marathons, and fully develop every bit of their

potential. Sometimes this means going beyond the limits which is why many Jupiter born think
they are “off limits” or untouchable. There is always that urge to align themselves with a
greater vision. Sagittarians have a unique way of rationalizing everything too. They are known
to have foot-in-mouth-disease. Meaning: Open Wide and stick foot in as far as it can go! If you
want the truth, nothing but the truth so help you G -d, ask a Sagittarian. They will blurt it out
willingly, with an impish smile…and then an apology...if you’re that fortunate. This quality is to be
admired about Sagittarians because they can be brutally honest and you will always know exactly
where you stand when in their company.
“My stupid mouth, has got me in trouble,
I said too much again,
To a date over dinner yesterday,
And I could see she was offended
She said “well anyway….”
Just dying for a subject change.
Oh, another social casualty
Score one more for me
How could I forget?
Mama said, “think before speaking”
No filter in my head
Oh, what’s a boy to do…..”
John Mayer – Room for Squares CD – My Stupid Mouth
Jupiter, Sag’s ruling planet, has a cycle of approximately 12 years. The planet Jupiter is
our largest planet and is known to have quite a few moons! In fact, we aren’t even sure how many
moons (women) Jupiter has because new ones are surfacing and being discovered all the time!
That Jupiter was discovered to have so many more moons shouldn’t surprise us because it is the
planet of “abundance”. He was also known to be a womanizer in mythology. In the October issue
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of Lunar Notes, we discussed Juno, Jupiter’s wife. She was acutely aware of how many moons, I
mean women, were in Jupiter’s life. Whatever Jupiter touches by transit in your birth chart will
literally expand in nature. Jupiter can bring wonderful gifts and some have even called him
“Santa Claus”. However, you know the expression about too much of a good thing, right?
Sometimes when Jupiter transits areas of your chart, there can be financial gain or weight gain!
Excessive behavior, exaggeration or over doing it can be linked to Jupiter.
According to Ariel Guttman and Kenneth Johnson’s Mythic Astrology, correlations
between Chiron, Jupiter and Sagittarius are apparent. It was known that Jupiter spent most of
his time pursuing his many love interests. The question of faithfulness always surfaces when
discussing the sign of Sagittarius because Sagittarians are always searching or wanting the next
adventure, particularly if it is outdoors. They are usually committed to their current partner
and that isn’t usually the issue. “But how LONG they can sustain themselves in that commitment
is another question. “Til Death do us part” is not a credo that Sagittarians hold dear (unless the
chart contains strong Juno or Cancer symbolism)..and when pushed against the wall to say those
words they usually tremble”.
Sagittarius’ polar opposite (9th house – higher educations, beliefs, philosophies, legal
matters, publishing and teaching) is the mutable, air sign Gemini (3rd house – thoughts,
communication, perception, siblings, early education including teachers, short distance travel and
automobiles). The integration and forming of philosophies and beliefs are some areas of life for
Sagittarius, also contingent upon other areas of the birth chart. When under stress each sign
will operate through the most negative characteristics of their polar opposite, the sign 180
degrees opposite itself. In this case, when under stress, Sagittarius can become …just like
mutable, airy Gemini, ruled by Mercury and become scattered, fickle and non- committal.
When Jupiter transits your birth chart or if Jupiter is significantly placed in your chart,
you may experience benefit, fortune or excess. For instance, my Jupiter in Libra is located in
my 11th house of friends, associations, counseling and hopes and wishes. This is an area of my life
where I feel most “fortunate” since I’ve always had the most wonderful friends and have been
fortunate in the ability to utilize Astrology in helping others. In the sign of Libra, I enjoy
equality in a partnership.
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*
CHIRON – TheWounded Healer, Teacher, Seeker, Maverick, Reversals, Marriage indicator

In Mythology, when Chiron was born, his mother rejected him because he was born a
Centaur…half man and half horse. When his parents Hera & Zeus saw their new son’s image they
abandoned him, repulsed by his body and physical form. Chiron’s first wound was psychological one of abandonment and rejection and a perpetual longing for the love and “relationship” to his
parents, especially that of his mother.
Chiron’s physical wound was in his foot, ankle, inner calf and thigh, injured by a poison
arrow, affecting his mobility. Sagittarians (horses) need lots of freedom to roam around. When
that freedom is restricted or there is a “perceived” threat to loss of freedom then
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Chiron/Sagittarius really feels wounded. There can’t be anything worse than being trapped in a
physical body that doesn’t feel right to us. Chiron spent much time in his cave studying the
stars, medicine, spirituality, mathematics and music. He was able to utilize these disciplines to
heal others and in turn heal himself; hence, The Wounded Healer archetype. The astrological
glyph or symbol for the sign of Sagittarius is just that, a Centaur holding a bow and arrow
pointed to the heavens….and into the distance. Healing the first psychic wound coupled with the
physical wound symbolizes the mind, body, spirit connection. Alternative and holistic methods of
healing are suggested.
One of Chiron’s life lessons is relinquishing his painful memories from childhood. Because
Chiron is immortal, his pain and suffering is eternal. Much of his pain was of his own making.
When we are able to heal our primary wound (s) in life, we are usually able to utilize that
experience to assist others with similar woundedness from painful life experiences and, in turn,
heal our self. That is if we choose this path. Oftentimes, people can be in so much emotional
pain and turmoil, or have not forgiven their parents, others or themselves they choose to harm
others as a projection of their own unmet needs. A vicious, repetitive cycle ensues and an
attraction to others to play out ones life dramas or create a crisis of experience is drawn.
As Chiron matured, he became quite a wise teacher (Sagittarius/Jupiter) and a Shaman/
Healer. The placement of Chiron in your birth chart shows your deepest wound by house
position. Aspects it makes to other planets and house cusps (the divisions of the signs) in your
birth chart shows additional expression. This is also the place you will find your greatest
strengths and ability to heal others and where you are able to exert or project this knowledge
out into the environment. The aspects that Chiron makes with other planets and asteroids in
your chart will provide additional details. Chiron connections are very significant in synastry.
Synastry is the comparison of two birth charts that shows compatibility and relationship
dynamics with another individual. When people enter into relationships where there is a strong
Chiron connection, the relationship takes on a fated quality. Recent studies have confirmed
Chiron as a marriage or partnership indicator. Bizarre reversals and adjustments in relationships
or between the charts are also possible. However, relationships indicated by Chiron are usually
not easy at first. The difficulties inherent in Chironic relationships must be overcome for the
personal growth of both individuals. That is the test of Chiron’s placement in relationship
comparison. Discussion of Chiron is continued on my website: www.FuchsiaStars.com
The strands in your eyes that color them wonderful
Stop me and steal my breath.
And emeralds from mountains thrust toward the sky
Never revealing their depth.
Tell me that we belong together,
Dress it up with the trappings of love.
I'll be captivated,
I'll hang from your lips,
Instead of the gallows of heartache that hang from above.
I'll be your crying shoulder,
I'll be love's suicide
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I'll be better when I'm older,
I'll be the greatest fan of your life.
-

I'll Be by Edwin McCain

According to Melanie Reinhart’s publication Chiron-The Healing Journey, Chiron has also
been described as the link between the Inner and Outer Planets and it is the identification of
the Chironian issues in ones life that assists with the linking between the Inner and Outer
Planets and thus the integration of the Soul and Personality.
In psychological terms, Chiron is the Inner Teacher to whom we owe our allegiance. The
cluster of astrological ingredients surrounding it may symbolize the tests, disciplines and ordeals
which unfold under the tutelage of this Inner Teacher, whose path is Life itself, whether or not
this includes following a particular spiritual tradition. Major crises of learning experiences can
be reflected by any factor in the horoscope, but they are likely to be interpreted and processed
in a manner congruent with the Chiron configuration. We also have to remember that Chiron
represents the Wound/The Wounder/The Healer in our chart.
At present Chiron’s themes in the lives of individuals can be clearly observed to operate
most strongly through the Mutable Cross, especially Sagittarius (9th) and Virgo (6th).
Working with the personal issues that Chiron represents in our horoscope provides a
means of grounding ourselves in our humanity and also defining our unique contribution to this
transition in which we are all participating in at this time. When the Age of Aquarius is more
established perhaps it will then be seen to work through the Fixed Cross, possibly ruling Scorpio
and being exalted in Leo.
Some will be more sensitive to Chiron’s energies than others. If there are one or more of
the conditions below, Chiron may be considered focal in a particular horoscope; in this person’s
life Chironian themes may be dominant and will be strongly activated when any outer planet
transits part of the Chiron configuration.
(i) Chiron conjunct any of the Angles
(ii) Chiron conjunct or square the Moons Nodes
(iii) Chiron aspecting many planets, especially if the Sun, Moon and/or Asc Ruler are among them
(iv) Chiron focal according to the shape of the chart eg as handle of a "bucket shaped chart", or
as the leading planet of a "bowl shaped" chart, or in the middle of a stellium, or in hard aspect to
the midpoint of an empty hemisphere or quadrant.
(v) Sagittarius or Virgo on the MC or ASC
(vi) Chiron in either Sagittarius or Virgo
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(vii) A stellium of Planets in Sagittarius or Virgo
When we add the quality of the Sign in which Chiron is placed, it fills out this description
and suggests a "way of being" which supports us in the area of life represented by Chiron’s
house.
Chiron’s sign position may also show how we seek to protect ourselves from our inner
pain, what we draw on to try to deal with an area of our life which may be blocked. Thus the sign
may provide a kind of bandage over our wound (as expressed by Chiron’s house position) and this
bandage is often removed during a strong Chiron transit.
By examining the Chiron configuration, as well as looking into the psychological process
and events coinciding with the Chiron cycle in our life, we may be able to assist in the process of
healing by trying to get a clearer idea of what is happening, and also of the purpose behind the
suffering or crisis.
See Melanie Reinhardt’s full interpretation of Chiron copied here:
http://www.btinternet.com/~seamaid/Esotericchiron.htm
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*
If you have your…
Ascendant in Sagittarius:
Sagittarius rising folks are freedom loving a d independent. With
Jupiter as your ruling planet you are often quite lucky. You’re generally friendly and sincere yet
can also be impatient, indulgent and reckless. Sagittarius rising individuals usually have a
cheerful disposition and a friendly smile. Marriage and partnership isn’t a priority.
Moon in Sagittarius: Moon in Sagittarius is charming and affable. You seem to make friends
wherever you go. Your judgment is keen and you adapt easily to changing circumstances. You
enjoy exploring and learning and usually have a wonderful sense of humor.
Mercury in Sagittarius:
Here you are quick witted and intelligent! Very outspoken,
you have foot in mouth disease! Brutally honest, you are sometimes tactless. Yours is a
restless mind that loves to learn and explore new horizons.
Venus in Sagittarius: Values a partner who is adventurous. You are attracted to romance yet
have difficulty in sustaining it because of unrealistic expectations of perfection. Love of travel
is possible.
Mars in Sagittarius: Mars in this sign is courageous, passionate and sensual. Mars in
Sagittarius can be very impulsive. You are quick witted, alluring and attractive to the opposite
sex.
Famous Sagittarians: Jimi Hendrix, Musician, November 27th, Paul Schaeffer, Keyboardist for
David Letterman, November 28th, Writer Mark Twain, November 30th, Comedians Woody Allen
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and Richard Pryor as well as Singer Bette Midler all born on December 1 st, Katarina Witt, Figure
Skater, December 3rd, Musicians Jim Morrison and Sinead O’Connor on December 8 th and Actors
Kirk Douglas, John Malkovich and Douglas Fairbanks Jr., Dec. 9 th.
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

Tarot Card # 20 XX – Temperance – Symbolic of Sagittarius
In the Rider-Waite version on the right, you see the Angel Temperance - Archangel Michael. He
has the solar symbol on his head with light rays streaming outward from it. In each hand a cup is
held, one cup is silver (feminine) and one is gold (masculine). Water pours and vibrates (waves)
and is blended from one cup to the other. This blending of fire and water, masculine and
feminine and the conscious and unconscious also symbolizes conception. The number 14 is the
most fertile day of a woman’s cycle. It is also the approximate number of days it takes from the
New Moon to the Full Moon each month.
Angel Temperance on the left is painted by Salvador Dali. Compromises need to be
made to achieve balance in relating. Temperance is adapting to circumstances, accommodating as
well as gathering facts and expanding ones experiences. Compromise, balancing alternatives, and
moderation are symbolized. Blending, creating and alchemy, successfully combining material to
create something new are suggested. Negatively, blind faith, restlessness, being insensitive to
the feelings of others, excess and feelings of self righteousness are possible.
The Symbol of Temperance may appear in a reading during a time when emotional
balance is required. The expression “patience is a virtue” applies here. There may be emotional
days ahead or a need to balance and/or adapt our emotions to bring about positive and “creative”
results. If this card turns up next to the Empress or the Sun, a conception or baby may be on
the way!
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*

LONG SNOWS MOON (Elk)
In Native American Astrology, those born from November 22nd- December 21st are
born under the Long Snows Moon and their animal totem is the Elk. Their color is black and
obsidian is their totem in the mineral kingdom. Obsidian is a type of volcanic glass that is usually
shiny like glass. It has razor-sharp edges and therefore should always be “handled carefully.”
Obsidian was used in carvings and for jewelry as well as for mirrors. It was also crafted for use
in arrowheads. Because obsidian comes from deep within the earth it is said to be grounding.
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Elk people are very similar to the properties of obsidian. They can be good mirrors for
other people as well as projecting “their stuff” onto others. They are often rough around the
edges or difficult to get to know because of their uneven outer surface. Elk people can be very
protective of those they love or from “perceived” danger. “They try to get as many cows as they
can into their harem, and they will fervently defend them from the approaches of any other
male”. (Medicine Wheel-Earth Astrology, Sun Bear and Wabun) They are often introspective and
clairvoyant. The Elk is a very strong and elegant animal and perhaps one of the most regal in the
deer family. Men of this totem are competitive with each other about the women in their lives
and can be prone to fits of rage or jealousy that may come as a surprise to those close to them.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Love ~ Devotion
Feeling ~ Emotion
Don’t be afraid to be weak
Don’t be afraid to be strong
Just look into your heart my friend
That will be the return to your self
The return to innocence.
If you want, then start to laugh
If you want, then start to cry
Be yourself, don’t hide
Just believe in destiny.
Don’t care what people say
Just follow your own way
Don’t give up and use the chance
To return to innocence.
- Return to Innocence - Enigma

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

SOUL MATES/RELATIONSHIPS:
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The Sagittarius/Gemini Ascendant/Descendant Relationship Axis (1 st house/7th house)
As mentioned in past issues, knowing your partners 7 th house cusp (the relationship
house) and the ruling planet of that house will indicate the type of partner you may attract or
are attracted to and the method of relating within a relationship.
The Ascendant or Rising sign is the sign rising on the horizon at the time of birth.
This is the face we show the world, our “mask” for which our Sun hides behind. This is our outer
personality, temperament and disposition as well as how we experienced our early home
environment growing up. It is the way others see us and also hints of our physical appearance.
The ruler of the Ascendant and the aspects (connections to other planets in your birth chart)
further delineate and define your physical appearance.
The Descendant, or 7th house cusp, its ruler and the aspects it makes in your birth
chart, is symbolic of the type of partner you are attracted to. The 7 th house is the house of all
partnerships including marriage and legal contracts yet also considered the house of open
enemies or the Defendant in a law suit.
In relationships, Sagittarius has planetary rulership with expansive Jupiter. If you
have a Sagittarius Ascendant, you are jovial, friendly, philosophical and an independent thinker.
With Mercury ruled Gemini on the descendant you seek an affable, fun-loving, youthful
and witty partner. Attraction to a partner with those qualities who is younger, intelligent,
sociable, fickle, a natural born communicator is likely. It is quite possible to attract a second
partner or marriage later in life with this placement. In both a male and female chart, the
tendency to attract a teacher or mentor type is possible as well as meeting another who appears
androgynous in some way.
One of the first things you could look at when you have the birth data of a potential
partner, is their Mercury placement, since Mercury rules your descendant. If Mercury is
favorably aspected in your partners chart, that will be brought into your relationship with him or
her. Your own Mercury placement and the aspects it makes to other planets in your chart will
show the way you approach relationships as well.
It is also possible for a Sagittarius Ascendant to attract a partner who has Mercury
prominent in their chart. Prominent Mercury would be in aspect to the Sun, Moon, Mars or Venus
or elevated in conjunction to the MC (10th house), IC (4ht house) or conjunct or ruling their
Ascendant (Gemini/Virgo) or Descendant or Sun sign in Gemini or Virgo.
Knowing the date, time and place of birth is important in making the determination for
the Ascendant or Rising sign, the sign rising on the horizon at the time of birth. This cusp sets
up all the other house cusps that divide the houses or areas of life.
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*
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IMPORTANT TRANSITS:
Sun Enters Sagittarius
November 22, 2007

Happy Birthday Sagittarius!

Full Moon
November 24, 2007
01 Gemini 55’
Culmination of energy from the last New Moon.
Sabian Symbol for 2 Gemini Full Moon:
A NERVOUS GENTLEMAN, DRESSED IN AN ELABORATE SANTA CLAUS
COSTUME, IS FILLING CHRISTMAS STOCKINGS FURTIVELY
Venus in Virgo in Libra enters Scorpio
November 9, 2007
00 Libra 00’
December 6, 2007
00 Scorpio 00’
Mercury from Scorpio to Sagittarius
December 2, 2007
Mercury enters Sagittarius
Mars in Cancer turns retrograde
November 15, 2007
Mars in cardinal Cancer, turns retrograde
January 1, 2008
Enters Gemini at 29 degrees52’
January 30, 2008
Mars direct at 24 Gemini 06’
New Moon
December 17, 2007

17 Sagittarius 16’ – New Beginnings!

Sabian Symbol for 18 Sagittarius New Moon:
TINY CHILDREN PLAYING IN SUNBONNETS
Jupiter in Sagittarius enters Capricorn
November 23, 2007
23 Sagittarius 45’
December 19, 2007
00 Capricorn 00’
Saturn continues in earthy Virgo
November 23, 2007
Saturn 7 degrees of Virgo
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Uranus turns Direct
Nov. 24, 2007

14 Pisces 46’ Direct

Neptune transits
Neptune is currently at 19 degrees of Aquarius
Pluto transits
November 23, 2007
Pluto 27 degrees Sagittarius
December 23, 2007
Pluto 28 degrees Sagittarius
December 29, 2007
Pluto 29 degrees Sagittarius
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
CONSULTATIONS/CHARTS/WORKSHOPS:
Tarot Basics Online Coaching – Individual, personal guidance to assist in better
learning the symbolism of tarot. E-mail me at FuchsiaStars@aol.com
TAROT READINGS – In person, Phone or Online Chat/E-mail: Call or e-mail me for
additional information or to book a reading in advance: 1 question: $15, 20 minutes: $40,
30 minutes: $50 (732) 462-5239
Gift Certificates are available for Workshops, Consultations, Reports and Reiki.

ASTROLOGY
Natal Birth Chart Analysis: Explore your personality strengths and challenges, the
inner you and your relationship needs. Life path guidance as described in your birth
chart is highlighted. Feel free to ask specific questions about career, health, children
and relationships. Consultation: $175
Solar Return Analysis: This is your Birthday chart! It is an astrological chart cast for
your birthday that describes what your upcoming year will be like and the energies you
are likely to encounter during the year. Consultation: $110
Relationship Analysis Reports: Compatibility and Composite charts and Reports:
Synastry technique compares any two birth charts for emotional, sexual and intellectual
compatibility. This report better assists in first knowing and then successfully dealing
with challenges that appear in “all” relationships. A Composite: A separate chart of the
relationship itself! Consultation: $250-$275 or Written Report: $90.
Child Analysis Report: Natal consultations about Children /Teens! This report
provides insight into your child’s emotional, physical and intellectual predispositions.
When you are uncertain of gift to buy for your friend’s new baby, an upcoming baby
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shower, this report makes a unique gift idea. If you want insight into how you were as a
child this report provides tremendous insight. Sometimes we need to look back in time
to solve challenges in the present. Makes and excellent Birth, Graduation or Sweet 16
Gift. $90
Moon Phases Report: This wonderful 3 page report shows the Lunar Phases under
which you were born beginning from birth and your Progressed Moon Ingress dates.
Knowing your birth moon and the progressed phases will assist in you choosing auspicious
times by which to start new projects, a new diet or to sit back and wait for better
timing $21
Fixed Star Report: This report explores the myths and the meaning of the fixed stars
in your birth chart. Authored by Bernadette Brady, this report is approximately 16-20
pages. Fixed Stars provide the accoutrements to your natal chart. Details about your
personality are so incredibly accurate and this is one of my favorite reports! $40
Numerology Analysis Reports: Your Destiny/Life path Number describes the qualities
you possess to actualize your true life path. Yearly and Monthly Cycles interpreted with
accuracy. Printed reports $65
Sent via e-mail or regular mail. Contact Lorraine Valente at FuchsiaStars@aol.com or
732-462-5239.

AFA Lecture Tapes/CD’s for SALE!
Karmic Relationships $9.95
Borderline Personality Disorder $12.95
Cyber/Addictive Relationships and Adultery $9.95 plus postage
Introduction to Astrology – A Series of 5 Classes/5 CD’s $99.95 plus postage.
The Four Asteroid Goddesses and Chiron – Two Lecture CD’s $18.95 plus postage.
Lectures Tapes available go to www.KarmicAstrology.tv or www.FuchsiaStars.com to
order or e-mail me directly at FuchsiaStars@aol.com
Credit Card Payments accepted via PAYPAL online at www.KarmicAstrology.tv or
www.FuchsiaStars.com Checks accepted via regular mail.
Donations towards the maintenance of this newsletter are always welcome and can be
provided through PayPal or through my websites.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
IMPORTANT MESSAGES:
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FEED THE HUNGRY
Please click on this link www.hungersite.com to donate (for free) food to the Hungry,
Save the Rainforest, Care of Stray Animals, and Contribute to Literacy in this country,
and other important causes. Make someone’s New Year a happier one. It’s FREE~~!!
MAKE A CHILD SMILE
Courageous children who will touch your heart. Here, kids with life threatening
illnesses are featured monthly. All they ask of you is to mail a nice card to their
Featured Kids of the Month. If you can also afford to send a small gift that would
be wonderful!
You can also check out their Previous Kids section and send cards to kids who
have been featured in the past, they also look forward to receiving mail. Please
contribute to: http://www.makeachildsmile.org/
~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~~*~*~*~*~

DATA REQUEST!
Thank you to all the people who have written in through the soul mate website
recently and sharing your birth data and stories with me. If anyone has experience
with an acquaintance with Borderline Personality Disorder and can provide birth data
for a loved one or friend with Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD), or PTSD – Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder, names are not necessary and data will be held confidential,
please e-mail me directly with the word BPD in the subject heading of your mail to
FuchsiaStars@aol.com and I will e-mail you what I need for the research for future
lectures on BPD.
I'm also seeking birth data for a friend or loved one with Schizophrenia and
Bipolar Disorder. Please type either “Schizophrenia” or “Bipolar Disorder” in the
subject heading of your confidential mail to FuchsiaStars@aol.com.
Birth data for children who are Autistic, ADD or ADHD, particularly born
during the 1980’s and 90’s is also desired. Please e-mail me at FuchsiaStars@aol.com
with the words Learning Disorders in the subject heading.
Data for friends or family members who have suffered a substance abuse
addiction is desired. Please type the word “Addiction” in the subject heading of your
confidential mail to FuchsiaStars@aol.com.
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Additionally, I’m always interested in birth data and experiences for children
born between 1988-1990. These experiences could involve a family, health or
education crisis. I would also like to know if a child born during this time has received a
diagnosis of ADD or ADHD. If so, is this child on medication of any kind. Please tell me
the type of diet the child maintains. In the subject heading of your mail to me please
type the words “INDIGO KIDS” and I will e-mail a questionnaire. All information will
be held in confidence.
Have a wonderful month! Your questions and comments are always welcome.
Love,
Lorraine
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